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TOPPERS RETAIN THEIR VALUE
N these days of slot machines with two or three screens you
could be fogiven for thinking that the importance of toppers has
diminished somewhat.
However, those extra screens designed to sit on top of a slot
machine, there to impart informaƟon or displaǇ a progressive
jackpot across a gaming Ňoor, are sƟll an important part of the
casino industrǇ͘
Gamesman sales director DarƟn ZigďǇ told InterGaming:
“ecause the topper generallǇ sits aďove the machine, giving
it increased height and presence, it works as a great aƩract feature,
independent of what is happening on the machine͛s ďuiltͲin monitors͘
“In fact, Gamesman are seeing an increased interest and uptake of
toppers, especiallǇ those using an > monitor, so that the customer
can use it for a varietǇ of purposes, such as adverƟsing the game, special
promoƟons, running video or displaǇing a progressive jackpot across a
casino Ňoor͘͟
Another major supplier of toppers, SuzoHapp, was in complete
agreement͘ “In a waǇ Ǉou would think that the demand for toppers
would diminish with the new tǇpes of slot machines that have up to three
screens͘ zet walk into a casino or arcade and Ǉou͛ll oŌen see the majoritǇ
of slots eƋuipped with a topper͘
“How can that ďe the case͍ te at SuoHapp have
constantlǇ focused on giving more
added value to the toppers͘ Kur
ďestͲselling topper, the SHͲϭϵϱϬ, is a
video topper, meaning that it oīers
great graphics that can ďe comďined
into the game͘ A topper is not just an
advert for the slot like it used to ďe͘
If we had not further developed our
toppers, maǇďe the market would
have diminished͘
“As we have done this, slot
manufacturers see the value of
integraƟng a topper and plaǇers
conƟnue to enjoǇ slots with such
toppers ĮƩed͘ Yuite simplǇ, we have
gone with the Ɵmes͘ Eow we oīer
the SHͲϭϵϱϬ as a ďacklit topper, Ǉet
another ďeneĮt for the market͘͟
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//// “WE HAVE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED
SEVERAL CUSTOMER-SPECIFIC TOPPERS OVER THE
YEARS FOR SOME OF THE INDUSTRY’S LARGEST
MACHINE MANUFACTURERS”////
Are the majoritǇ of toppers ordered ďǇ KDs or ďǇ operators aiming to
refresh exisƟng products͍ “It is verǇ much a mixture of ďoth, although the
majoritǇ proďaďlǇ falls with the KDs,͟ said ZigďǇ͘ “te have designed and
manufactured several customerͲspeciĮc toppers over the Ǉears for some
of the industrǇ͛s largest machine manufacturers, including EovomaƟc,
Aristocrat and allǇ Gaming͘ Gamesman has suďseƋuentlǇ created some
striking ͚oīͲtheͲshelf͛ topper products which have ďeen hugelǇ successful
with ďoth KD customers and operators alike͘͟
Gamesman produced its Įrst topper, the GdϭϬϬϬ, as a custom
designed product at the reƋuest of EovomaƟc in ϮϬϬϲ and have since
produced more than a dozen design variants, with the latest version
ďeing introduced in ϮϬϭϴ͘
“te were approached ďǇ our exisƟng push ďuƩon customer,
EovomaƟc, in ϮϬϬϱ who were
looking for a high ƋualitǇ topper
product to match their machines,͟
said ZigďǇ͘ “dheǇ could not Įnd
what theǇ were looking for on
the open market and knowing
Gamesman as an exisƟng supplier
and their propensitǇ for aƩenƟon
to detail and high ƋualitǇ products,
theǇ asked if Gamesman would
ďe interested in designing and
manufacturing a ďespoke topper
for them͘ Hence the GdϭϬϬϬ was
ďorn and Gamesman͛s entrǇ into
the topper market was complete͘
“dhe ďiggest change over
the Ǉears, like the machines
themselves, is proďaďlǇ the overall size of the
toppers͘ Gamesman alwaǇs trǇ to produce products that
complement the machines theǇ are ďeing used with and no more
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